there is a trade-off between robustness against frequency offset and power efficiency for AJT = 0 which is typical for noncoherent receivers (cf. [3]). Thus, in practice, N has to be optimised with respect to the maximum expected frequency offset Af,,,. This also ensures an acceptable performance for smaller frequency offsets IAfl I Afmax. Optimisation with respect to a mean frequency offset Af,,,, is not recommended since a large performance degradation may occur for larger frequency offsets IAfI 2 Afmean.
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Sang-Jun Moon, Saewoong Bahk and Byeong Gi Lee
The authors present a new scalable and reliable ATM multicast algorithm (SRAM) that can provide reliable data transfer services. This algorithm employs the resource management cell consolidation mechanism for available bit rate point-to-multipoint connections which resolves the feedback implosion problem without increasing the number of connections according to the number of receivers. The proposed scheme is compared with other reliable multicast schemes through numerical analysis under reasonable assumptions.
Introduction; Most reliable multicast protocols rely on the retransmission mechanism which requires the feedback of receivers on data reception status, and thus suffer from the feedback implosion problem due to the multitude of receivers. To alleviate this problem, it is essential to employ some means that can minimise the number of feedback messages directed toward the sender.
Two different types of solution to the feedback implosion problem have been introduced: timer-based and structure-based approaches [ 11. In the timer-based approach, delayed feedback is employed to avoid implosion, requiring each receiver to multicast the feedback information to all the other receivers and source. In the structure-based approach, feedback trees or rings are employed, consisting of unicast connections among receivers independent of the data multicast trees. In ATM networking environments, the former approach is not applicable as it does not offer scalable multipoint-to-multipoint communication. The latter approach is not applicable either, as the number of connections grows in proportion to the number of receivers, thus wasting virtual channels and other ATM network resources. 
The proposed scheme is a structure-based feedback suppression scheme. Since it employs the resource management (RM) cell consolidation algorithm [2] for available bit rate (ABR) point-to-multipoint connections, it does not form a logical structure consisting of unicast connections among receivers. Therefore the number of connections does not increase in proportion to the number of receivers. We refer to the proposed scheme as the scalable and reliable ATM multicast (SRAM) algorithm. The SRAM differs from other simple RM cell consolidation algorithms because in this technique the RM cell conveys transport layer error control information as well as ABR flow control information. Since it is not desirable to redefme the standardised RM cell fields to transfer the higher layer information, and moreover, as the branch point switches are not expected to be powerful enough to execute both ABR flow control and transport layer control, we need to fmd a method for the RM cell to convey the transport layer control information without affecting the ABR flow control.
We therefore embed the acknowledgment (ACK) message in the explicit rate (ER) field of the RM cell by setting the ER value to 0. We assume that the ER value of 0 has a special meaning in the ABR service network. On this basis, we arrange the feedback and retransmission operations in a stop and wait fashion. After a packet transmission, the source waits for the ACK message for a predefined period. The source starts retransmission if it does not receive an ACK, which is a backward RM cell with ER = 0. This predefined period is obtained by the maximum round trip delay of the multicast tree. We may set the period to twice the guaranteed delay bound, as the delay bound could be guaranteed in ATM networks. To support this, we use the round trip time estimation scheme as in the transmission control protocol (TCP) case. If the source receives an ACK message, it transmits a forward RM cell with ER = 0 to notify new cell transmission to all the switches. We assume that each participating receiver consumes nonzero bandwidth for quality of service (QoS) guarantees. This means that the required minimum cell rate is larger than zero. This is because we use the ER value of 0 as an ACK message instead of an actual RM cell notifying the available link bandwidth.
If we assume AAL-5 transmission, the destination checks the packet error with the CRC-32 when it receives the end-of-packet cell. If the destination detects no error, it sends out a backward RM cell with ER = 0 as an ACK message. Otherwise it sends out a normal backward RM cell with the ER value calculated through the ABR flow control mechanism. This RM cell will operate as a not acknowledgment (NAK) message.
If a branch point switch receives RM cells with ER = 0 from all downstream branch points, it sends that RM cell towards the source. If any of the ER values are not 0, the switch selects the minimum value of them as a new ER value, and sends out a backward RM cell with that ER value. At the same time it resets the receiver-downstream bit [3] to 0 for each downstream port from which an ACK message has been received. Then retransmitted packets will not be forwarded toward that port. The receiverdownstream bit is set to 1 when the branch point switch receives a forward RM cell with ER = 0, which indicates new cell transmission.
Numerical results: We investigated the delay occurring in reliable multicast protocols using the analysis used in [4] . We then compared our proposed scheme with three other protocols: A (a sender-initiated protocol), N1 (a receiver-initiated NAK-based protocol in which NAKs are returned to the sender via a point-topoint channel), and N2 (a receiver-initiated NAK-based protocol in which receivers multicast NAKs to the sender and other receivers).
The total average delay between the generation of a packet at the sender and its successful receipt at a receiver under protocol SRAM, 4Ds], is
(1 -P ) where R is the number of the receivers, X the processing time for a data packet, Y the processing time for an ACWNAK packet, h the packet generation rate at the source, T the propagation delay between two participants, M the number of required transmissions for correct receipt by all the receivers, T the timeout value for retransmission, and p the packet loss probability. W i and WF are the mean waiting times at the sender and a receiver, respectively, and 4 Wg ] and 4 WF ] are
and respectively. Fig. 1u -c shows the average delays against the number of receivers for various situations where we used the real data given in [5] . The processing times are 500p for data packets and l o o p for ACWNAKs. By normalising these values as given in [4], we obtain 4x1 = 1.0 and 4 Y l = 0.2. The normalised propagation delay (z) is 20.0. The delay performances plotted in Fig. la+ demonstrate that the proposed SRAM protocol outperforms all other existing protocols. We can also confirm that the SRAM can support 10 or 100 times more receivers without feedback implosion than the other algorithms. 
Speaker verification by removing common information
Yiying Zhang, Xiaoyan Z h u a n d D. Zhang A new speaker verification method is presented which is based on likelihood score normalisation and employs the global speaker model. As a result of the normalisation, common speech and environmental factors are removed from input utterances so that differences between speakers are emphasised. Experimental results of text-independent verification tests show the effectiveness of ths method.
Introduction: The anti-speaker model [I] is used to represent the characteristics of impostors and to normalise the likelihood score. Although this model is a signficant improvement over the conventional speaker verification (CSV) approach, the verification speed is low and cannot satisfy some real-time requirements. Furthermore, the procedure for finding proper anti-speaker models is time-consuming and difficult to implement. We propose a novel speaker verification method, called GSMSV (global speaker model verification), to perfectly solve the limitations of CSV. Compared with one of the popular score normalisation approaches described in [l] and known as ASMSV (Anti-Speaker Model Speaker Verification), the proposed method has the advantages of lower error rates and higher verification speed. The global speaker model is similar to the speaker world model described in [2] . However, they are established in different ways. For example, the speaker world model is an average of all reference speaker models, while the global speaker model is obtained during a training procedure by using all training data from all reference speakers and thus is much more accurate.
Description of GSMSV method: We start with N reference speakers, the models of which are defmed as h,, A, hi, A, h, , where hi is obtained by maximising the likelihood score, P(Ojlhi), and 0, is the training data of reference speaker i. An extra speaker model, the global speaker model ksM is established in the GSMSV method. bS,,,, is acquired by maximising rIE, P(O,/hGsM) with maximum likelihood (ML) criterion [3] . The training data for are so plentiful that the model produced contains not only universal speech characteristics of multiple speakers, but also common environmental features related to the recording and speaking background. If this existing common information is removed from speech, the differences between speakers will be emphasised. If we let Sj(X) be the normalised likelihood score for an input utterance A', claimed to be uttered by the ith reference speaker, we obtain Si(% = P(Xlh,) -P(J&sM). By subtracting the score acquired from hGsM, the common information of both pronunciation characteristics and environmental features is removed from the speech. As a result, the interference of unimportant factors is avoided and the separability of speakers from each other is augmented. Therefore, the decision rule for GSMSV can be defined as:
